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The event will focus on how European Future Internet research and innovation will support EU’s
competitiveness and enable a new wave of technologies at the eve of Horizon 2020.
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Pillar IV: Fast and ultra-fast Internet access [3]
Pillar V: Research and innovation [4]
Pillar VII: ICT-enabled benefits for EU society [5]
Action 112: Durable regulatory measures on non-discrimination and wholesale pricing to promote
investment and competition [6]
Actions 113 and 114: Regulatory measures to promote competition and enhance the broadband
investment environment [7]
Action 109: Develop and implement public service infrastructures, policy and support in the
framework of the Connecting Europe Facility [8]
Action 110: Deploy and roll out digital services in key areas of public interest [9]
Action 111: Focus and develop and implement, as appropriate the Smart Cities, Active and Healthy
Ageing, Green Cars, Energy Efficient Buildings PPP [10]
Action 116: Update of the 2007 Recommendation on the list of markets relevant for ex ante
regulation [11]
Action 115: Recommendation on safeguarding the open Internet for consumers [12]
Action 119: Pilot project to test project bonds for broadband deployment [13]
Action 117: Reduction of the cost of deploying high speed electronic communications networks [14]
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Action 120: Key Transformative Action: Establishment of the European Cloud Partnership to harness
public buying power to accelerate the development of the market for cloud computing [15]
Action 121: Follow up of the European Cloud Computing Strategy [16]
Action 118: Update of guidelines on state aid for broadband by end 2012 [17]
Action 131: Action Plan for electronics industry in Europe, further to the 2012 strategy for Key
Enabling Technologies [18]
Action 132: Invest in High Performance Computing [19]
Action 129: Key Transformative Action/ Pooling of European public and private resources for microand nano-electronic behind a common industrial strategy, with a strengthened Joint Undertaking at
EU level as the main vector for R&D&I support [20]
Action 128: Web entrepreneurs action plan [21]
Action 122: Launch pilot action to explore the efficiency gains from moving public services into the
Cloud [22]
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